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SUMMARY

A detailed, low-level aeromagnetic survey was 
executed by Aerodat Limited in March, 1978 for Amax Minerals 
Exploration over the Obosh-1 claim group near Tashota, 
Ontario.

The survey successfully defined the principal 
magnetic sources present on the property; in particular, 
a distinct magnetic domain characterized by short, moderate 
amplitude anomalies may contain one or more sulphide 
iron-formation occurrences.
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I . INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of an airborne 
magnetic survey executed by Aerodat Limited for Amax Minerals 
Exploration.

At the time of the survey the claim group consisted 
of 4 mining claims (listed in Appendix I).

The claim block is located approximately 40 miles 
north of Jellicoe, and approximately 150 miles northeast of 
the city of Thunder Bay as shown on the accompanying location 
map (Figure 1). Access is readily gained via float or ski 
equipped aircraft from Jellicoe, Geraldton or Nakina.

II. PREVIOUS EXPLORATION

No work has been recorded on this property; no 
evidence of old work was seen on the ground.

III. GEOLOGY

In general the property is underlain by 
metamorphosed Archean sediments and volcanics forming 
part of the Kowkash greenstone belt.

Rocks exposed on this property consist mainly of 
andesites but also include units of both fine and coarse 
grained volcaniclastic sediments, intermediate to felsic 
tuffs and a thin graphite-pyrite^pyrrhotite unit near the 
centre of the group. This sequence has an ENE strike and 
vertical dips.
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IV. SURVEY EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL

The survey was carried out by Aerodat during the 
period March 20-24, 1978 using a Bell Jet Ranger II helicopter 
operated by Codiac Helicopters of Moncton, New Brunswick. 
Base of operations was at Jellicoe.

Spatial variations of the earth's total magnetic 
field were recorded with a Barringer AM-104 proton precession 
magnetometer towed 15m (50*) below the helicopter. Data were 
recorded both digitally and in analog form at 1.13 second 
intervals during flight.

Helicopter altitude was smoothly maintained at an 
average of 65m, as determined by a Hoffman radar altimeter, 
with flight lines separated by an average of 125m.

Flight line positioning was controlled by a Motorola 
Mini-Ranger slaved to remote transponders and linked to an 
Aerodat-Perle guidance and data acquisition system. Back-up 
positional information was provided by a Geocam 35mm flight 
path camera tied via manual and automatic fiducials to the 
magnetometer data. In addition the nominal flight line grid 
was laid out on aerial photos blown up to 1:4800, and 
fiducials corresponding to recognizeable topographic features 
were manually recorded and plotted by the operator/navigator 
on this photo base.

A base station magnetometer was established to 
monitor possible diurnal variations. One tie line per block 
was flown.

Aerodat personnel involved in the survey were: 
W. P. Boyko party chief 

Chester Bassani operator/navigator 

D. Moisey systems consultant 

Mason Watt pilot

D. H. Waddington and the author supervised the 
survey for Amax.
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V. DATA REDUCTION AND PRESENTATION

The digitally recorded Mini-Ranger data were first 
transcribed and edited to remove sporadic erroneous readings as 
well as to identify short portions of traverses where transponder 
signal loss occurred. Smoothing and interpolation were then 
applied to the readings yielding the computer plotted flight 
lines in Figure 2. In a few instances, where discrepancies were 
-still indicated, the final position of the flight line was 
adjusted by examining flight film and aerial photography. The 
plotted fiducial numbers correspond to numbers manually inserted 
during flight when crossing recognizable terrain features and 
serve to control the topographic features subsequently added to 
the computer generated base. The internal accuracy of the 
plotted grid is judged to be   5m; however, errors of ± 25m . 
remain with regard to the displayed topography.

Once an accurate flight path map was generated, - the 
digitally recorded magnetic data were edited and merged by 
Data Plotting Associates of Don Mills. A computer generated 
contour plot was then realized, utilizing the tie line and 
base station data to adjust and correct individual traverses. 
The resulting contours show minimal herringboning and are 
clearly reliable to better than 10 gammas.
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VI. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The contoured aeromagnetic data for the Obosh-1 
group display a number of moderate amplitude anomalies. 
To the south and southwest, the magnetic terrain is bounded by 
a relatively featureless zone. The north-central portion 
of the property is similarly characterized by an absence 
of magnetic responses.

Within the domain of moderate amplitude anomalies 
none exhibit a pronounced strike length or direction. 
However, accepting that most of the anomalies probably - 
originate with stratigraphic units of short strike length 
such as coarse flows or discontinuous sulphide iron-formation, 
stratigraphic trends would appear to be NW in the western 
part of the claim group changing to E or ENE in the eastern 
part. Ground magnetic surveys with even greater detail than 
the presen data will be required to confidently determine 
magnetic stratigraphy.

Finally, the abrupt termination of magnetic 
features between flight lines 15 and 16 (clearly not an 
artifact of the survey or compilation processes) is 
speculatively identified as a fault.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The detailed low-level aeromag survey executed 
with careful positional control has usefully served to 
delineate the principal magnetic responses present on this 
claim group. In particular, a distinct domain charicterized 
by short, moderate amplitude anomalies shows considerable 
changes in strike direction with one or more responses 
probably reflecting sulphide iron-formation.

In conjunction with other geological and 
geophysical exploration of this property, it is 
recommended that selected ground magnetic traverses be 
run across identified conductors, particularly where 
structural complexity is indicated by the present survey.

J. Roth' 

September, 1978
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SUMMARY

A detailed, low-level aeromagnetic survey was 
executed by Aerodat Limited in March, 1978 for Amax Minerals 
Exploration over the Oboshkegan-2 claim group near Tashota, 
Ontario.

The survey successfully defined the principal 
magnetic sources present on the property; in particular, 
several magnetic trends are present, with ENE striking 
features likely reflecting stratigraphic units.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of an airborne 
magnetic survey executed by Aerodat Limited for Amax Minerals 
Exploration.

At the time of the survey the claim group consisted 
of 45 mining claims (listed in Appendix I).

The claim block is located approximately 40 miles 
north of Jellicoe, and approximately 150 miles northeast of 
the city of Thunder Bay as shown on the accompanying location 
map (Figure 1). Access is readily gained via float or ski 
equipped aircraft from Jellicoe, Geraldton or Nakina.

II. PREVIOUS EXPLORATION

There is no record of any previous work on the 
ground covered by this report in the Asssessment Files 
Research Office in Toronto. Some very old trenching was 
noted on rusty tuffaceous beds in the central part of the 
claim group.

Ill GEOLOGY

In general the property is underlain by
metamorphosed Archean sediments and volcanics forming part 
of the Kowkash greenstone belt.

The southern portion of the claim group is 
underlain by an E-W sequence of felsic tuffs, fine grained 
volcaniclastic and argillaceous metasediments and intermediate 
tuffs. The north part of the group shows similar strike 
directions but is predominantly underlain by amphibolite sills 
(or coarse flows) which are often magnetic, and a thin felsic 
to intermediate lapilli tuff unit. All the units appear to 
be cut by several coarse grained diabase dykes.
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IV. SURVEY EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL

The survey was carried out by Aerodat during the 
period March 20-24, 1978 using a Bell Jet Ranger II helicopter 
operated by Codiac Helicopters of Moneton, New Brunswick. 
Base of operations was at Jellicoe.

Spatial variations of the earth's total magnetic 
field were recorded with a Barringer AM-104 proton precession 
magnetometer towed 15m (50*) below the helicopter. Data were 
recorded both digitally and in analog form at 1.13 second 
intervals during flight.

Helicopter altitude was smoothly maintained at an 
average of 65m, as determined by a Hoffman radar altimeter, 
with flight lines separated by an average of 125m.

Flight line positioning was controlled by a Motorola 
Mini-Ranger slaved to remote transponders and linked to an 
Aerodat-Perle guidance and data acquisition system. Back-up 
positional information was provided by a Geocam 35mm flight 
path camera tied via manual and automatic fiducials to the 
magnetometer data. In addition the nominal flight line grid 
was laid out on aerial photos blown up to 1:4800, and 
fiducials corresponding to recognizeable topographic features 
were manually recorded and plotted by the operator/navigator 
on this photo base.

A base station magnetometer was established to 
monitor possible diurnal variations. One tie line per block 
was flown.

Aerodat personnel involved in the survey were: 
W. P. Boyko party chief 
Chester Bassani operator/navigator 

D. Moisey systems consultant 
Mason Watt pilot

D. H. Waddington and the author supervised the 
survey for Amax.
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V. DATA REDUCTION AND PRESENTATION

The digitally recorded Mini-Ranger data were first 
transcribed and edited to remove sporadic erroneous readings as 
well as to identify short portions of traverses where transponder 
signal loss occurred. Smoothing and interpolation were then 
applied to the readings yielding the computer plotted flight 
lines in Figure 2. In a few instances, where discrepancies were 
 still indicated, the final position of the flight line was 
adjusted by examining flight film and aerial photography. The 
plotted fiducial numbers correspond to numbers manually inserted 
during flight when crossing recognizable terrain features and 
serve to control the topographic features subsequently added to 
the computer generated base. The internal accuracy of the 
plotted grid is judged to be   5m; however, errors of   25m 
remain with regard to the displayed topography.

Once an accurate flight path map was generated, the 
digitally recorded magnetic data were edited and merged by 
Data Plotting Associates of Don Mills. A computer generated 
contour plot was then realized, utilizing the tie line and 
base station data to adjust and correct individual traverses. 
The resulting contours show minimal herringboning and are 
clearly reliable to better than 10 gammas.
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VI DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The contoured aeromagnetic data for the Oboshkegan-2 
group exhibit a diversity of anomalies and trends.

Anomalies with a NW strike, particularly those with 
reversed polarization and cross-cutting other magnetic 
features are confidently ascribed to diabase dykes. The best 
example is the negative anomaly extending from claim 471692 to 
claim 471743 (and beyond).

Magnetic features with an east or ENE trend likely 
reflect stratigraphy. Anomalies exhibiting these character 
istics may be seen north of the Onaman River through the 
center of the claim group, and across the north half of the 
property as well. Mafic extrusive or intrusive units, or 
iron formation could cause such responses.

The southern part of the property lacks any dominant 
magnetic trends, and a boundary between two rather different 
magnetic terrains may be inferred to extend SE from claim 
471687 to Oboshkegan Lake and then NE through claim 471699. 
This boundary may in part be occupied by a fault zone.

In addition to this speculative fault, it is likely 
that the disruption to the magnetic contours that closely 
follows flight line 45 represents a cross-fault that affects 
several of the E-W stratigraphic trends.

VII CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The detailed aeromagnetic survey served to delineate 
a complex magnetic terrain and complement sparse Geological 
observation. Dominant stratigraphic trends are identified as 
E-W for the bulk of the property.

In conjunction with other geological and geophysical 
exploration of this property, it is recommended that selected 
ground magnetic traverses be run across identified conductors, 
particularly where structural complexity is indicated by the 
present survey.
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SUMMARY

A detailed, low-level aeromag survey was
executed by Aerodat Limited in March, 1978 for Amax Minerals 
Exploration over the Obosh-3 claim group near Tashota, 
Ontario.

The survey successfully defined the principal 
magnetic sources present on the property; in particular, 
the dominant magnetic anomaly crossing the property is 
tentatively interpreted as a complex, gabbroic intrusive.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This report presents the results of an airborne 
magnetic survey executed by Aerodat Limited for Amax Minerals 
Exploration.

At the time of the survey the claim group consisted 
of 4 mining claims (listed in Appendix I).

The claim block is located approximately 40 miles 
north of Jellicoe, and approximately 150 miles northeast of 
the city of Thunder Bay as shown on the accompanying location 
map (Figure 1). Access is readily gained via float or ski 
equipped aircraft from Jellicoe, Geraldton or Nakina.

II. PREVIOUS EXPLORATION

No work is recorded over this ground in the 
Assessment Files Research Office in Toronto. Some old 
patented claims adjacent to the south have been explored 
for gold and Noranda Exploration has filed a geological 
report on their adjacent property to the northeast.

III. GEOLOGY

In general, this property is underlain by 
metamorphosed Archean sediments and volcanics forming part 
of the Kowkash greenstone belt.

Roughly one-half of this property lies under 
Hull Lake and the rest is covered by thick morainal deposits. 
OGS Map 2354 predicts the bedrock to consist of intermediate 
volcanics. No outcrop is shown to occur on this ground.
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IV. SURVEY EQUIPMENT AND PERSONNEL

The survey was carried out by Aerodat during the 
period March 20-24, 1978 using a Bell Jet Ranger II helicopter 
operated by Codiac Helicopters of Moncton, New Brunswick. 
Base of operations was at Jellicoe.

Spatial variations of the earth's total magnetic 
field were recorded with a Barringer AM-104 proton precession 
magnetometer towed 15m (50*) below the helicopter. Data were 
recorded both digitally and in analog form at 1.13 second 
intervals during flight.

Helicopter altitude was smoothly maintained at an 
average of 65m, as determined by a Hoffman radar altimeter, 
with flight lines separated by an average of 125m.

Flight line positioning was controlled by a Motorola 
Mini-Ranger slaved to remote transponders and linked to an 
Aerodat-Perle guidance and data acquisition system. Back-up 
positional information was provided by a Geocam 35mm flight 
path camera tied via manual and automatic fiducials to the 
magnetometer data. In addition the nominal flight line grid 
was laid out on aerial photos blown up to 1:4800, and 
fiducials corresponding to recognizeable topographic features 
were manually recorded and plotted by the operator/navigator 
on this photo base.

A base station magnetometer was established to 
monitor possible diurnal variations. One tie line per block 
was flown.

Aerodat personnel involved in the survey were: 
W. P. Boyko party chief

Chester Bassani operator/navigator
D. Moisey systems consultant

Mason Watt pilot

D. H. Waddington and the author supervised the 
survey for Amax.
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V. DATA REDUCTION AND PRESENTATION

The digitally recorded Mini-Ranger data were first 
transcribed and edited to remove sporadic erroneous readings as * 
well as to identify short portions of traverses where transponder 
signal loss occurred. Smoothing and interpolation were then 
applied to the readings yielding the computer plotted flight 
lines in Figure 2. In a few instances, where discrepancies were 
 still indicated, the final position of the flight line was 
adjusted by examining flight film and aerial photography. The 
plotted fiducial numbers correspond to numbers manually inserted 
during flight when crossing recognizable terrain features and 
serve to control the topographic features subsequently added to 
the computer generated base. The internal accuracy of the 
plotted grid is judged to be   5m; however, errors of   25m- . 
remain with-regard to the displayed topography.

Once an accurate flight path map was generated, the 
digitally recorded magnetic data were edited and merged by 
Data Plotting Associates of Don Mills. A computer generated 
contour plot was then realized, utilizing the tie line and 
base station data to adjust and correct individual traverses. 
The resulting contours show minimal herringboning and are 
clearly reliable to better than 10 gammas.
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VI. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The contoured aeromagnetic data for the Obosh-3 
group display a broad, complex anomaly of moderate amplitude 
striking NW across the property and extending well beyond its 
boundaries. The anomaly width and variability in 
susceptibility suggest a gabbroic intrusive as the probable 
geologic source.

Apart from this dominant anomaly, no other salient 
magnetic features are present on or immediately adjacent to 
the claim group.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The detailed, low-level aeromag survey executed 
with careful positional control has usefully served to 
delineate the principal magnetic responses present on this 
claim group. The dominant NW trending magnetic feature 
is inferred to be a gabbroic intrusive.

In conjunction with other geological and
geophysical exploration of this property, it is recommended 
that selected ground magnetic traverses be run across 
identified conductors, particularly where structural 
complexity is indicated by the present survey.

&

/J. Roth 

September, 1978
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